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Positive! relationships! were! found! between! NTS! scores! and! polyp! detection,! scope!
withdrawal!time!and!completion!of!items!on!a!safety!checklist.!However,!relationships!
with!other!outcomes,!including!patient!satisfaction!were!weak,!or!inconclusive.!!
The! themes! identified! relating! to!NTS! in!gastrointestinal!endoscopy!were! leadership,!
working! together! as! a! team,! situation! awareness,!making! decisions,! the! patient! and!
communication.!
Conclusions'


















































































































































































































































































































































account! for! a! significant! proportion! of! adverse! events! in! healthcare! (Chief! Medical!
Officer,!2000,!Vincent!et!al.,!2001).!The!causes!of!such!adverse!events!often!stem!not!















Although! the! link! between! adverse! events! and! failures! in! NTS! is! well! established,!
objective! evidence! that! better! NTS! result! in! improvements! in! outcomes! is! lacking.!







2007,! Morey! et! al.,! 2002,! Halverson! et! al.,! 2009),! but! only! one! to! this! student’s!
knowledge!identified!a!reduction!in!surgical!mortality!(Neily!et!al.,!2010,!Young\Xu!et!al.,!






procedures! that! vary! from! relatively! simple! diagnostics! to! complex! therapeutic!
interventions.!The!demand!for!endoscopy!has!increased!dramatically!over!recent!years,!
putting!additional!operational!pressure!on!units!to!perform!high!quality!investigations,!
efficiently! and! within! national! targets.! ! Although! severe! adverse! events! are! rare! in!
endoscopy,! they! can! be! potentially! life! threatening,! and!with! advancing! technology,!






Enquiry! into!Patient!Outcome!and!Death! (NCEPOD)! report! “Scoping!Our!Practice”! in!


















This! MD! project! aims! to! develop! the! measurement! of! non\technical! skills! in!












relation! to! the! existing! literature.! Chapter! Five! will! discuss! the! findings! of! both! the!
quantitative! and! qualitative! studies,! with! conclusions! and! areas! for! further! work.!











other! industries,! as! well! as! more! specifically! within! the! area! of! gastrointestinal!
endoscopy.!It!will!aim!to!answer!the!following!questions:!
\! What! are! non\technical! skills?! What! is! their! role! in! healthcare! and! more!
specifically!in!gastrointestinal!endoscopy?!
\! How!are!non\technical!skills!assessed?!What!assessment!tools!are!available! in!













Non\technical! skills! (NTS)! are! “the! cognitive,! social! and! personal! resource! skills! that!
complement!technical!skills,!and!contribute!to!safe!and!efficient!task!performance”!(Flin!
et! al.,! 2008).! These! skills! have! gained! increasing! recognition! for! their! role! in! safe,!
effective! human! performance! over! recent! decades,! but! there! are! still! areas! of!
healthcare!where!they!are!yet!to!receive!sufficient!attention.!This!chapter!will!explore!
the!history!of!NTS!in!healthcare!and!identify!the!need!for!further!research!into!the!role!
of! NTS! in! gastrointestinal! endoscopy! and! significantly! into!measuring! the! effects! of!
improving!NTS!on!outcomes.!
NTS!can!be!divided!into!cognitive!skills!such!as!situation!awareness,!decision!making,!
risk! assessment! and! adaptability,! and! inter\personal! skills! such! as! communication,!
teamwork,!leadership,!task!management!and!coping!with!stress!and!fatigue!(Flin!et!al.,!
2008,! Yule! et! al.,! 2006b).! These! skills! are! generic,! but! some! may! be! more! or! less!




Endsley! defined! this! more! formally! as! “the! perception! of! the! elements! in! the!
environment!within!a!volume!of!time!and!space,!the!comprehension!of!their!meaning!
and!the!projection!of!their!status!for!the!near!future”!(Endsley,!1988).!She!went!on!to!
describe! three! levels! of! SA! which! are! both! hierarchical! and! interlinked.! The! first! is!

















members! to! include!motivating,! monitoring! and! developing! skills! (Flin! et! al.,! 2008).!
Despite!this,!many!leaders!are!promoted!to!their!role!based!on!technical!expertise!or!
seniority,!and!training!or!appraisal!of!the!skills!required!is!often!neglected!(Sevdalis!et!















making,! inability! to! speak! up,! as! well! as! the! effects! of! stress! and! fatigue! all! to! be!
significant!(Flin!et!al.,!2008).!!
In!fact,!up!to!80%!of!accidents!across!high!risk!industries!are!thought!to!be!due!to!these!





defence,! not! just! causing!or! allowing!mistakes! to! happen,! but! being! able! to! identify!
































systems!and!mechanisms! to! learn! from!mistakes,! facilitated!by!designing! safety! into!
systems,!changing!organisational!culture!and!improving!inter\professional!team!training!
(Kohn!et!al.,!2000,!Chief!Medical!Officer,!2000).!
Although! team!performance! and!NTS!were! not! the! only! areas!where! improvements!
were!recommended,!they!received!significant!attention.!This!is!likely!due!to!the!reliance!











teams! lack! stability! and! therefore! rely! more! heavily! on! the! skills! of! individuals! to!
establish!good!working!relationships!quickly!and!efficiently,!to!successfully,!safely!and!






vary! from! relatively! simple! diagnostics! to! complex! therapeutic! interventions.! The!
demand! for!endoscopy!has! increased!dramatically!over! recent!years! (Bourikas!et!al.,!
2013).! This! has! undoubtedly! been! influenced! by! the! introduction! of! asymptomatic!
screening! pathways,! as! well! as! heightened! education! and! awareness! of! bowel!
symptoms!within! the! general! population,! putting! additional! operational! pressure! on!
units!to!perform!high!quality!investigations,!efficiently!and!within!national!targets.!
As!with!all!aspects!of!healthcare,!safety!is!essential.!Although!severe!adverse!events!are!
rare! in! endoscopy,! they! can! be! potentially! life! threatening! (Bourikas! et! al.,! 2013).!


















The!search! revealed!a! total!of!80!publications.!Sixteen!met! the! inclusion!criteria!and!
review! of! bibliographies! identified! a! further! two! relevant! publications.! Of! these! 18!











The!NCEPOD!report,!2004! (Scoping!our!practice),! investigated! the!deaths!of!patients!
following!therapeutic!endoscopy.!Significant!variation!in!care!was!found!across!different!
units! with! 20! of! 21! recommendations! highlighting! deficiencies! in! the! non\technical!
aspects! of! practice! (NCEPOD,! 2004,! Matharoo! et! al.,! 2014a).! These! included! poor!
communication!with!patients!regarding!consent,!variability!in!Endoscopists’!review!of!









McDonald,! 2014,! Haycock! et! al.,! 2012,! Hewett! et! al.,! 2010,!Matharoo! et! al.,! 2014a,!
Scaffidi! et! al.,! 2016,! Haycock! et! al.,! 2010).! This! is! not! surprising! as! pre\procedure!


















identified! by! the! group! of! Endoscopists! surveyed! by! Hawkes! and!McDonald! (2014),!
particularly! relating! to! the! assessment! and! management! of! lesions! found! at!
colonoscopy.!Although!knowledge!and!technical!skills!are!required!to!inform!decision!






























The! assessment! of! NTS! evolved! from! a! requirement! from! aviation! authorities! to!
evaluate! the!effectiveness!of!Crew!Resource!Management! (CRM)!training! (Flin!et!al.,!
2003).!Rating! scales! such!as! the! ‘University!of!Texas! (UT)!Behavioural!Markers’!were!
incorporated! into! CRM! training! manuals! to! aide! examiners! in! assessment! of!
interpersonal!skills,!and!many!airlines!developed!their!own!in\house!assessment!scales!
(Flin!et!al.,!2008,!Klampfer!et!al.,!2001).!The!‘NOTECHS’!tool!was!commissioned!by!the!
European! Joint! Aviation! Authority! to! assess! pilots’! (rather! than! whole! crew)! non\
technical!skills,!in!conjunction!with!CRM!training.!The!aim!was!to!develop!a!tool!that!was!
easy! to! understand! and! feasible! for! use! across! Europe,! unhindered! by! language! or!
cultural!barriers!(Flin!et!al.,!2003).!
The! NOTECHS! tool! assesses! pilots! in! four! non\technical! skill! categories.! Two! social:!
“Cooperation”! and! “Leadership! &! Managerial! Skills”,! and! two! cognitive:! “Situation!










varied! slightly! in! their! development! and! structure! with! some! assessing! individual!











\! Explicit! –! comprise! important,! well! defined,! and! observable! behaviours;!












































and! the! evaluation! of! team! training! programmes;! but,! with! increasing! focus! on! the!
importance! of! NTS,! these! tools! may! have! a! role! in! summative! assessment! and!
revalidation!(Anderson,!2012,!Yule!et!al.,!2006b).!Such!tools!can!also!be!a!useful!aide!















tools! developed! by! a! team! at! the!University! of! Aberdeen! to! respectively! assess! the!
individual! NTS! of! Anaesthetists,! Surgeons! and! Scrub! Practitioners,! and! the! Oxford!
NOTECHS!tool,!modified!from!the!original!aviation!NOTECHS!tool,!to!assess!the!NTS!of!
the! operating! theatre! team.! They! all! use! a! structure! similar! to! NOTECHS,! with! NTS!
categories!and!observable!behaviours!specific!to!their!field!of!assessment.!!
The!Oxford!NOTECHS!tool!scores!the!NTS!of!the!operating!team!as!a!whole!and!three!
sub\teams! (Surgical,! Anaesthetic,! Nursing)! in! real\time! across! four! categories:!
“Leadership! and!management”,! “Teamwork! and! cooperation”,! “Problem\solving! and!
decision\making”!and!“Situation!awareness”!(McCulloch!et!al.,!2009,!Mishra!et!al.,!2008,!
Mishra! et! al.,! 2009).! In! its! original! iteration,! a! score! of! 1\4! was! allocated! for! each!
category,!however!this!scale!was!expanded!to!1\8!in!its!latest!version!(Oxford!NOTECHS!

























































































































































































































































































feasibility,! validity,! and! reliability! (see! table!2.3)! (Haycock!et!al.,! 2010,!Hewett!et!al.,!
2010,! Scaffidi! et! al.,! 2016).! All! three! tools! have! been! developed! using! qualitative!
methods!utilising!analysis!of!interviews!or!focus!groups!with!Endoscopy!staff,!in!keeping!
with!the!methods!for!tool!development!in!other!areas!(Fletcher!et!al.,!2004,!Mitchell!et!






















































































operative! procedural! errors! (NOPEs),! potential! surrogate! markers! for! safety.! The!
strongest!of!these!correlations!was!between!surgical!subJteam!situation!awareness!and!
OTEs.!NTS!were!measured!with!the!tool!both!before!and!after!NTS!team!training!and!
the! relationship! with! other! outcomes! explored.! Scores! significantly! improved! after!
training,!with!associated!improvements! in!safety!culture,!but!no!significant!change!in!
















to! improved!NTS!or! improved!outcomes.!A!number!of! reviews!of! team!training!have!












et! al.,! 2011,! Kirkpatrick! and! Kirkpatrick,! 2006).! The! American! Veterans! Health!
Association!study!is!the!only!programme!with!large!numbers,!that!this!MD!student!is!
aware! of,! to! show! significant! clinical! improvement! (reduction! in! surgical! mortality)!
following! team! training! (Neily! et! al.,! 2010).! This! was! a! multiJcentre! cohort! study!
comparing!surgical!outcomes! in!74!hospitals!which!received!team!training!against!34!
hospitals!that!did!not.!A!team!brief!and!debrief!was!introduced!at!all!centres.!Surgical!
mortality! decreased! in! both! groups,! but! this! was! 50%! greater! in! the! team! training!
centres! and!was! thought! to! be! attributed! to! better! situation! awareness! and! shared!
mental!models,!allowing!issues!to!be!caught!before!they!became!a!problem,!and!thus!









There! is! however,! growing! momentum! for! teaching! NTS! as! well! as,! or! alongside,!













safety! awareness! (Grover! et! al.,! 2016,!Matharoo! et! al.,! 2014a)! both! preJ! and! postJ
course.!In!terms!of!evaluating!NTS!behaviour,!two!studies!assessed!communication!as!a!
standJalone!skill!(Grover!et!al.,!2015b,!Grover!et!al.,!2015a),!but!only!one!undertook!an!













studies! have! assessed! level! 1! (reaction),! but! with! little! attempt! to! measure! level! 2!
(knowledge)! or! level! 3! (behaviour)! and! no! assessment! of! level! 4! learning! (results)!

















































































































There! are! clear! indications! for! quality! assurance! in! gastrointestinal! endoscopy.! In!
response!to!unacceptably!long!waiting!times,!significant!variation!in!unit!performance!
and!increasing!pressures!of!cancer!targets!in!the!early!2000’s,!the!Joint!Advisory!Group!













of! preTprocedure! information.! This! is! especially! important! in! endoscopy! as! patients!
undergo!invasive!procedures!awake!or!with!conscious!sedation!(Valori!et!al.,!2010).!It!is!











(BCSP)! has! increased! public! awareness! of! endoscopy! and! its! performance! indicators!
such!as!adenoma!detection!rate!(Bourikas!et!al.,!2013).!!There!is!increasing!awareness!
that! technical! competence! is! just! one! aspect! of! practice! and! our! desire! to!measure!
quality! must! include! metrics! which! evaluate! a! combination! of! technical! and! nonT




of! team! working! relies! far! more! heavily! on! positive! safety! attitudes,! shared!
understanding! and! efficient! exchange! of! information! unimpeded! by! hierarchical! or!
cultural!factors.!
Although! the! team! within! an! endoscopy! procedure! room! is! small,! often! just! three!
healthcare!professionals,!there!is!potential!for!a!steep!hierarchy!due!to!the!diversity!of!
backgrounds! of! those! team! members! (Endoscopist,! Trained! Nurse,! HealthTCare!
assistant).!This!can!make!it!difficult!for!the!untrained!healthcare!assistant!to!speak!up!
against!the!other!members!of!the!team,!particularly!if!they!are!unfamiliar,!as!often!is!
the! case! with! changeable! teams.! In! addition,! although! the! nursing! team!within! the!
department!are!usually!quite!stable,!Surgeon!and!Physician!Endoscopists!may!attend!for!












In! addition! to! developing! more! supportive! teams,! NTS! training! could! also! improve!



















































T! To! explore! the! relationship! between! NTS! performance,! as! measured! by! the!













The! first! of! the! criteria! for! an! ideal!NTS! assessment! tool! discussed! in! section! 2.3.! is!




varying! complexity! are! undertaken! on! consenting! patients,! often! with! sedation,!
followed!by! a!period!of! observation! in! a! recovery! area!prior! to!discharge.! The! team!
within!each!procedure!room!consists!of!an!Endoscopist!(Surgeon,!Physician!or!Advanced!
Nurse!Practitioner),!with!or!without!a!trainee,!and!a!minimum!of!two!nursing!staff!(at!





allows! for! training!and!easy!assessment!of! testTretest! reliability! and! can!be!used! for!
“blackTbox”! type! recording! where! staff! are! unaware! that! they! are! being! observed.!!
However,!patients! and! staff!not! knowing! that! they!are!being!observed! raises!ethical!
concerns.!Recording!also!risks!missing!material!out!of!the!camera!shot,!as!well!as!nonT
verbal!or!subtle!communications!which!are!more!easily!captured!by!an!observer!in!realT





















been! commonplace! in! theatres! for! some! years.! They! aim! to! ensure! that! the! correct!
procedure! is!undertaken!on!the!correct!patient,!and!provide!the!team!with!a!shared!
mental! model! of! pertinent! information! and! potential! safety! issues.! They! have!
contributed!to!improving!team!communication,!decreasing!morbidity!and!mortality!and!
can!be!adapted!to!specific!environments!(Treadwell!et!al.,!2014,!Neily!et!al.,!2010).!In!
the!context!of!NTS! it! is! therefore!not!surprising! that!Robertson!et!al.! (2014)! found!a!








Gastrointestinal! Endoscopy! (ASGE)! for! over! a! decade! (Faigel! et! al.,! 2006).! The!
advancement! of! technology,! procedure! complexity! and! operational! demands! have!
further!increased!the!risk!of!adverse!events!and!complications.!In!fact,!in!a!prospective!




errors,!and!possibly!more! importantly!could! improve!safety!culture!and!teamwork! in!
this!setting!(Matharoo!et!al.,!2014b,!Matharoo!et!al.,!2015).!
















success! of! a! procedure,! but! over! time! are! evidence! of! the! quality! of! care! and! are!









T! Adenoma! (polyp)! detection! in! lower! gastrointestinal! procedures! (i.e.!







study! (in! real! time! or! by! accessing! electronic! records).! More! information! and!
explanation!about!these!measures!is!presented!in!the!section!3.2.5.1.!
















o! Need! for! ventilation! (treatment! for! sedation! overdose! &! respiratory!
compromise).!














































































process! or! procedural! errors.! The! added! effect! of! multiple! small! errors! or! process!






such! events,! potentially! reducing! error! and! improving! safety.! Morgan! et! al! (2013)!
labelled! these! “Glitches”,! defined! as! undesired! events! related! to! process! or! nonT
operative! procedures,! and! unrelated! to! the! technical! aspects! of! the! case.! They! can!
include!items!such!as!problems!with!equipment,!or!interruptions!(Robertson!et!al.,!2014,!
Mishra!et!al.,!2009,!McCulloch!et!al.,!2009,!Mishra!et!al.,!2008).!!
The! Glitch! count! is! a! validated! tool! to! record! such! process! imperfections! during!
procedures! (Robertson!et!al.,! 2014,!Morgan!et!al.,! 2013).!These!are! subTdivided! into!
categories! including! “Absence”,! “Communication”,! “Distractions”,! “Environment”,!
“Equipment!design”,!“Maintenance”!and!“Workspace”!(for!a!full!list!with!definitions!and!
examples!see!appendix!1).!It!is!a!simple!to!use!prospective!count!of!events!observed!in!





book!and!plan! lists! realistically,! endoscopy!procedures! are! classified!by! a!number!of!
‘units’.! For! example,! a! straight! forward! gastroscopy! is! booked! as! 1! unit,! and! a!





















for! a! colonoscopy! found! “being! treated! with! respect”,! “being! treated! in! a! personal!
manner!and!therefore!not!as!one!of!many”,!“being!involved!in!the!choice!whether!or!
not!sedation!is!given”,!“discussion!of!risks!and!possible!complications”,!“feeling!of!trust!























Ethical! approval! was! granted! by! the! NHS! Health! Research! Authority,! South!West! –!
Plymouth!and!Cornwall,!Regional!Ethics!Committee!(Ref!16/SW/0014)!and!the!Plymouth!
University,! Faculty! of! Health! &! Human! Sciences,! Peninsula! Schools! of! Medicine! &!
Dentistry,!Faculty!Research!Ethics!Committee!(Ref!15/16T546).!
3.2.2! The-Oxford-NOTECHS-II-tool-and-its-adaptation-for-GI-endoscopy-
The!Oxford!NOTECHS! II! taxonomy! (see! appendix! 2)! has! been! shown! to!be! valid! and!
reliable! in! Surgery.! Its! selection! for! use! in! this! study! over! other! available! tools,! is!
explained! in! section! 3.1.2.! It! measures! nonTtechnical! skills! within! four! different!
components:! ‘Leadership! and!management’,! ‘Problem! solving! and! decision!making’,!








routine! endoscopy! procedures,! an! anaesthetist! is! not! required,! as! sedation! and!
analgesia! are! administered! by! the! Endoscopist.! The! Oxford! NOTECHS! II! tool! was!












T! Whole! team! scores:! average! of! the! two! subTteam! scores! (range! 1T8! for! each!
component,!4T32!for!total!score)!
T! Overall! scores! for! each! case:! calculated! as! an! average! of! the! two! timeTpoint!
measurements!
3.2.3! Training-





Specific! instruction! in! the! use! of! the! Oxford! NOTECHS! II! tool! was! provided! by! the!
supervisor! (CW),! a! trained! nonTtechnical! skills! assessor.! Practice! observations! were!
undertaken! in! the! operating! theatre! (where! a! previous! study! had! taken! place)!with!











Observations! were! undertaken! by! a! single! observer! (the! student! CH)! using! a! data!
collection! form! created! specifically! for! the! purpose! (see! appendix! 3).! However,! the!
trainer!/!supervisor!(CW)!regularly!attended!the!observations.!During!these!times!both!
observers!concurrently!and!independently!assessed!the!team,!using!the!standard!data!

























o! The! adenoma!detection! rate! (ADR)! over! a! series! of! cases! is! used! as! a!
marker!of!quality! i.e.! the!more!thorough!the!examination!of!the!colon!
the! greater! the! number! of! small! polyps! noticed! and! recorded.! This! is!
based!on!evidence!that! lower!ADRs!are!associated!with!higher! interval!
cancer! rates! (diagnosis! of! a! cancer! before! the! next! surveillance!
colonoscopy!is!due).!Accurate!ADR!can!only!be!proven!by!review!of!lab!
results.! In! its! place,! polyp! detection,! i.e.! lesions! clinically! noted! to! be!



























































A! questionnaire! assessing! patient! satisfaction! was! administered! to! all! participating!
patients!during!the!study!period.!A!number!of!endoscopy!patient!questionnaires!were!
examined! in! consideration! for! their! use! in! this! study.! The! questionnaire! chosen! by!
consensus!of!the!MD!student!and!the!supervisory!team!was!developed!by!the!clinical!
effectiveness!team!at!Torbay!Hospital!(Torbay!&!South!Devon!NHS!Foundation!Trust).!It!
was! selected!as! it! had! the!most!questions! relevant! to! the!nonTtechnical! skills! of! the!
























study! were! displayed! in! the! patient! waiting! area! for! the! duration! of! observations.!
Patients!who!agreed!to!take!part!in!the!study!were!asked!to!complete!a!written!consent!
form!agreeing!to!observation!of!the!staff!performing!their!endoscopic!procedure,!access!









































































Sample! size! calculation!was! difficult! to! undertake! as! a! relationship! between! Oxford!
NOTECHS! II!scores! in!endoscopy!and!the!outcome!measures!has!not!previously!been!
established.!Other!studies!which!have!used!the!tool!have!measured!variable!outcomes!





may! or!may! not! associate! with! NTS,! as!measured! by! the! Oxford! NOTECHS! II! score.!
However,!of!the!choices!available,!completeness!of!procedure!is!an!easy!to!measure,!












o! Ratio! of! complete! (n2)! to! notTcomplete! (n1)! is! 9! (BSG! standard! for!
unadjusted!completion!rate!≥90%!(Valori,!2007))!













72! .3125! 90! 806! 896!
71.5! .375! 62! 562! 624!
71! .4375! 46! 412! 458!
70.5! .5! 35! 317! 352!





















































across! two!hospital! sites.!This! included!upper!and! lower!gastrointestinal!procedures,!
performed!by!19!endoscopists.!A!trainee!endoscopist!was!present!in!40!cases.!!
3.3.1! Distribution-of-scores-




















Minimum! ! 5.50! 5.50! 5.50! 5.00! 22.50!
Maximum!! 8.00! 8.00! 8.00! 8.00! 32.00!
Mean!
!
Statistic! 6.6758! 6.5823! 6.5129! 6.6419! 26.4129!
Std.!
Error!
.02866! .02982! .02934! .03112! .10269!
Median! ! 7.00! 6.50! 6.50! 7.00! 26.50!
Std.!
Deviation!
! .50457! .52495! .51655! .54788! 1.80806!
Variance! ! .255! .276! .267! .300! 3.269!
Skewness! Statistic! T.065! .190! .693! .042! .370!
Std.!
Error!






















Minimum! ! 5.50! 5.50! 5.50! 5.50! 23.00!
Maximum! ! 7.50! 8.00! 7.50! 8.00! 31.00!
Mean! Statistic! 6.3479! 6.5680! 6.2217! 6.6165! 25.7540!
Std.!
Error!
.02610! .02836! .02176! .03020! .08988!
Median! ! 6.00! 6.50! 6.00! 6.50! 25.50!
Std.!
Deviation!
! .45886! .49861! .38251! .53088! 1.57991!
Variance! ! .211! .249! .146! .282! 2.496!
Skewness! Statistic! .894! .298! 1.593! .097! .773!
Std.!
Error!

















Minimum! ! 5.75! 5.75! 5.75! 5.50! 23.25!
Maximum! ! 7.75! 8.00! 7.75! 8.00! 31.50!
Mean! Statistic! 6.5113! 6.5750! 6.3669! 6.6282! 26.0833!
Std.!Error! .02412! .02729! .02281! .02894! .09210!
Median! ! 6.50! 6.50! 6.25! 6.75! 26.00!
Std.!
Deviation!
! .42461! .48042! .40155! .50951! 1.61897!
Variance! ! .180! .231! .161! .260! 2.621!
Skewness! Statistic! .475! .391! 1.125! .160! .632!
































Situation!awareness! 7.00! 6.75! T1.23!






































Teamwork!&!cooperation! 7.21!(0.48)! 7.21!(0.79)! .78**!
Decision!making! 7.05!(0.57)! 7.16!(0.82)! .72**!
Situation!awareness! 7.26!(0.51)! 7.16!(0.82)! .76**!
Total!score! 28.82!(1.84)! 28.58!(3.08)! .80**!




Teamwork!&!cooperation! 7.08!(0.56)! 7.05!(0.69)! .74**!
Decision!making! 6.63!(0.62)! 7.03!(0.66)! .75**!
Situation!awareness! 7.10!(0.59)! 7.10!(0.64)! .85***!
Total!score! 27.53!(2.08)! 28.29!(2.39)! .86***!




Teamwork!&!cooperation! 7.14!(0.50)! 7.11!(0.68)! .83***!
Decision!making! 6.84!(0.55)! 7.09!(0.67)! .79**.!
Team!Situation!awareness! 7.18!(0.53)! 7.09!(0.62)! .85***!












period,! scores!were!assessed! for!drift! over! time.! Scatter!plots!were!drawn! to!assess!





























R2' B' SE'B' !'
Endoscopist%SubDteam% ! ! ! ! !
Leadership!&!
Management!
T.04! !.00! !0.00! !0.00! T.04!
Teamwork!&!
cooperation!
!.04! !.00! !0.00! !0.00! !.04!
Decision!making! !.04! !.00! !0.00! !0.00! !.04!
Situation!awareness! !.13*! !.02! !0.00! !0.00! !.13*!
Total!score! !.05! !.00! !0.00! !0.00! !.05!
Nurse%SubDteam% ! ! ! !! !
Leadership!&!
management!
T.16*! !.02! T0.00! !0.00! T.16*!
Teamwork!&!
cooperation!
!.04! !.00! !0.00! !0.00! T.04!
Decision!making! T.00! !.00! T0.00! !0.00! T.00!
Situation!awareness! !.06! !.00! !0.00! !0.00! !.06!
Total!score! T.04! !.00! T0.00! !0.00! T.04!
Team% ! ! ! ! !
Leadership!&!
management!
T.10! !.01! !0.00! !0.00! T.10!
Teamwork!&!
cooperation!
!.00! !.00! !0.00! !0.00! !.01!
Decision!making! !.03! !.00! !0.00! !0.00! !.03!
Team!Situation!
awareness!
!.10! !.01! !0.00! !0.00! !.10!













groups)! to! determine! if! there! are! any! predictors! of! good! NonTtechnical! skills!
performance!in!endoscopy.!!
3.3.4.1! Procedure+




























T! Endoscopist! DM:!Median! scores! were! the! same! for! all! groups,! however! the!
upper! quartile! and!maximum! values!were! greater! for! BCSP! Colonoscopy! and!
Colonoscopy!than!for!Flexible!sigmoidoscopy!or!gastroscopy.!!
T! Endoscopist! SA:! Median! scores! were! higher! for! BCSP! colonoscopy! and!
gastroscopy!(7.00)!than!for!colonoscopy!or!flexible!sigmoidoscopy!(6.50)!
T! Endoscopist!total!score:!Median!scores!were!higher!for!BCSP!colonoscopy!and!





was! found!between!procedure!groups! for!Endoscopist!DM!and!whole! team!DM!(see!
figure!3.3).!
T! Endoscopist! DM:!Median! scores! were! the! same! for! all! groups,! however! the!

















































































































































! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Leadership!&!
Management!
7.00! 6.50! 7.00! 7.00! 7.00! 7.00! 13.82**! 1.31!
Teamwork!&!
cooperation!
7.00! 6.50! 6.50! 6.50! 6.50! 6.50! 6.38! 1.75!
Decision!making! 6.50! 6.50! 6.50! 6.50! 6.50! 6.50! 16.53**! 12.15**!
Situation!awareness! 7.00! 6.50! 6.50! 6.50! 7.00! 7.00! 8.95*! 0.87!
Total!score! 27.00! 26.00! 26.50! 26.00! 26.50! 26.50! 9.60*! 2.03!
Nurse%SubDteam% ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Leadership!&!
management!
6.00! 6.00! 6.00! 6.00! 6.00! 6.00! 4.79! 4.79!
Teamwork!&!
cooperation!
6.50! 6.50! 6.50! 6.50! 6.50! 6.50! 6.47! 5.49!
Decision!making! 6.00! 6.00! 6.00! 6.00! 6.00! 6.00! 5.81! 2.61!
Situation!awareness! 6.50! 7.00! 6.50! 6.50! 6.50! 6.50! 2.88! 2.61!
Total!score! 26.00! 26.00! 26.00! 25.00! 25.00! 25.50! 4.69! 4.19!
Team% ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Leadership!&!
management!
6.50! 6.50! 6.50! 6.50! 6.50! 6.50! 6.00! 3.22!
Teamwork!&!
cooperation!
6.75! 6.50! 6.50! 6.50! 6.50! 6.50! 6.47! 3.67!
Decision!making! 6.50! 6.25! 6.25! 6.25! 6.25! 6.25! 13.82**! 9.94**!
Team!Situation!
awareness!
6.75! 6.75! 6.75! 6.75! 6.75! 6.75! 3.75! 1.13!







































Endoscopist%SubDteam% ! ! !
Leadership!&!Management! 7.00! 7.00! 5558.00!
Teamwork!&!cooperation! 6.50! 6.50! 4354.00*!
Decision!making! 6.50! 6.50! 5668.00!
Situation!awareness! 7.00! 6.50! 4456.00!
Total!score! 26.50! 25.75! 4889.50!
Nurse%SubDteam% ! ! !
Leadership!&!management! 6.00! 6.00! 4932.00!
Teamwork!&!cooperation! 6.50! 6.50! 4993.00!
Decision!making! 6.00! 6.00! 5276.50!
Situation!awareness! 6.50! 6.50! 4743.00!
Total!score! 25.50! 25.00! 4841.00!
Team% ! ! !
Leadership!&!management! 6.50! 6.50! 5278.50!
Teamwork!&!cooperation! 6.50! 6.375! 4613.50!
Decision!making! 6.25! 6.25! 5609.00!
Team!Situation!awareness! 6.75! 6.50! 4510.00!


















The! ID! check! in! the! room! was! not! undertaken! in! 35! of! 310! cases! (data! missing! or!
unknown!for!3!cases).!The!Mann!Whitney!U!test!was!used!to!investigate!the!relationship!
between! ID! check! and! Oxford! NOTECHS! II! Scores! (see! table! 3.12).! A! significant!
relationship!was!found!with!all!components!of!the!Oxford!NOTECHS!II!Score!except!for!

















Endoscopist%SubDteam% ! ! !
Leadership!&!Management! 7.00! 6.50! 5763.90*!
Teamwork!&!cooperation! 6.50! 6.50! 5853.00*!
Decision!making! 6.50! 6.00! 5522.50!
Situation!awareness! 7.00! 6.00! 6460.00***!
Total!score! 26.50! 25.00! 6174.00**!
Nurse%SubDteam% ! ! !
Leadership!&!management! 6.00! 6.00! 5599.00*!
Teamwork!&!cooperation! 6.50! 6.50! 5605.50*!
Decision!making! 6.00! 6.00! 5652.00**!
Situation!awareness! 6.50! 6.00! 6269.00***!
Total!score! 25.50! 24.50! 6238.50**!
Team% ! ! !
Leadership!&!management! 6.50! 6.25! 6076.50**!
Teamwork!&!cooperation! 6.50! 6.25! 5913.50*!
Decision!making! 6.25! 6.25! 5779.50*!
Team!Situation!awareness! 6.75! 6.00! 6604.00***!




























Endoscopist%SubDteam% ! ! !
Leadership!&!Management! 7.00! 6.50! 5814.00!
Teamwork!&!cooperation! 6.50! 6.00! 6417.00**!
Decision!making! 6.50! 6.50! 5512.00!
Situation!awareness! 7.00! 6.50! 6304.00**!
Total!score! 26.50! 25.50! 6344.50*!
Nurse%SubDteam% ! ! !
Leadership!&!management! 6.00! 6.00! 5146.50!
Teamwork!&!cooperation! 6.50! 6.50! 5637.00!
Decision!making! 6.00! 6.00! 5109.50!
Situation!awareness! 6.50! 6.50! 5765.50!
Total!score! 25.50! 25.00! 5622.00!
Team% ! ! !
Leadership!&!management! 6.50! 6.25! 5655.00!
Teamwork!&!cooperation! 6.50! 6.25! 6166.00*!
Decision!making! 6.25! 6.25! 5379.00!
Team!Situation!awareness! 6.75! 6.50! 6136.00*!


































Endoscopist%SubDteam% ! ! !
Leadership!&!Management! 7.00! 6.50! 5196.00!
Teamwork!&!cooperation! 6.50! 6.50! 4749.50!
Decision!making! 6.50! 6.50! 5499.00**!
Situation!awareness! 6.75! 6.50! 4950.50!
Total!score! 27.00! 26.00! 5170.50!
Nurse%SubDteam% ! ! !
Leadership!&!management! 6.25! 6.00! 4554.50!
Teamwork!&!cooperation! 6.50! 6.50! 4938.00!
Decision!making! 6.00! 6.00! 5332.00**!
Situation!awareness! 7.00! 6.50! 5174.50!
Total!score! 26.00! 25.50! 5105.50!
Team% ! ! !
Leadership!&!management! 6.50! 6.50! 4877.00!
Teamwork!&!cooperation! 6.50! 6.50! 4845.00!
Decision!making! 6.50! 6.25! 5561.00**!
Team!Situation!awareness! 6.75! 6.50! 5061.00!




































To! assess! the! relationship! between! Oxford! NOTECHS! II! scores! and! procedure!
completion,! pointTbiserial! correlation! (rpb)& and! logistic! regression! analyses! were!
undertaken!with!each!component!of!the!Oxford!NOTECHS!II!Score!as!the!regressor,!and!
procedure!completion!as! the!dependent!variable! (see!appendix!7.5.1).!No!significant!






biserial! correlation! (rpb)& and! logistic! regression! analyses! were! undertaken!with! each!
component!of!the!Oxford!NOTECHS!II!Score!as!the!regressor,!and!polyp!detection!as!the!
dependent!variable!(see!table!3.16).!
Significant! positive! relationships!were! found! between! all! components! of! the!Oxford!
NOTECHS!II!score!and!the!outcome!polyp!detection.!However,!R2! (Nagelkerke)!values!













Endoscopists%% ! ! ! ! ! !
Leadership!&!
Management!
.15*! .03! 0.60*!(0.27)! 1.07! 1.82! 3.09!
Teamwork!&!
cooperation!
.24***! .07! 0.92**!(0.27)! 1.48! 2.50! 4.24!
Decision!making! .35***! .16! 1.46***(0.30)! 2.41! 4.30! 7.67!
Situation!
awareness!
.21**! .06! 0.80**!(0.26)! 1.34! 2.22! 2.22!
Total!score! .27***! .10! 0.31***!
(0.08)!
1.17! 1.37! 1.60!
Nurses% ! ! ! ! ! !
Leadership!&!
management!














Total!score! .30***! .12! 0.39***!
(0.09)!
1.24! 1.48! 1.78!
Team% ! ! ! ! ! !
Leadership!&!
management!





























biserial! correlation! (rpb)& and! logistic! regression! analyses! were! undertaken!with! each!
component!of!the!Oxford!NOTECHS!II!Score!as!the!regressor,!and!complications!as!the!
dependent! variable! (see! table! 3.17).! Significant! weak! positive! correlations! were!













Endoscopists%% ! ! ! ! ! !
Leadership!&!
Management!
.09! .12! 2.55!(1.57)! 0.58! 12.80! 280.39!
Teamwork!&!
cooperation!
.06! .05! 1.52!(1.38)! 0.31! 4.57! 68.05!
Decision!making! .08! .07! 1.53!(1.20)! 0.44! 4.60! 48.45!
Situation!
awareness!
.05! .04! 1.21!(1.31)! 0.26! 3.35! 43.70!
Total!score! .08! .08! 0.51!(.037)! 0.81! 1.67! 3.42!
Nurses% ! ! ! ! ! !
Leadership!&!
management!
.12*! .15! 2.67!(1.60)! 0.63! 14.44! 329.08!
Teamwork!&!
cooperation!
.07! .06! 1.66!(1.38)! 0.35! 5.27! 79.23!
Decision!making! .11! .11! 2.21!(2.85)! 0.70! 9.15! 119.36!
Situation!
awareness!
.10! .12! 2.33!(1.41)! 0.66! 10.29! 161.79!
Total!score! .12*! .14! 0.69!(0.38)! 0.95! 2.00! 4.21!
Team% ! ! ! ! ! !
Leadership!&!
management!
.12*! .16! 3.11!(1.68)! 0.84! 22.41! 599.08!
Teamwork!&!
cooperation!
.07! .06! 1.69!(1.38)! 0.36! 5.40! 80.11!
Decision!making! .10! .10! 2.20!(1.36)! 0.63! 8.98! 128.51!
Situation!
awareness!
.08! .08! 1.87!(1.37)! 0.45! 6.47! 94.06!









To!assess! the!relationship!between!Oxford!NOTECHS! II! score!and!extubation!time!≥6!







Weak! significant! correlations! (rpb)!were! found!with! the! following!Oxford!NOTECHS! II!
scores:!Endoscopist!SA,!Endoscopist!total,!Nurse!DM,!Nurse!total,!Team!L&M,!Team!SA!
and! Team! total.! Logisitic! regression! analysis! identified! all! of! these! to! be! significant!














Endoscopists%% ! ! ! ! ! !
Leadership!&!
Management!
.19! .08! 1.28!(0.71)! 0.88! 3.60! 14.68!
Teamwork!&!
cooperation!
.20! .09! 1.34!(0.72)! 0.93! 3.84! 15.81!
Decision!making! .14! .04! 0.94!(0.73)! 0.62! 2.57! 10.66!
Situation!
awareness!
.24*! .13! 1.66*!(0.76)! 1.19! 5.26! 23.22!
Total!score! .21*! .10! 0.43*!(0.22)! 1.00! 1.53! 2.35!
Nurses% ! ! ! ! ! !
Leadership!&!
management!
.20! .11! 2.00!(1.13)! 0.82! 7.42! 67.36!
Teamwork!&!
cooperation!
.18! .08! 1.43!(0.83)! 0.82! 4.20! 21.52!
Decision!making! .21*! .14! 3.70!(2.19)! 0.56! 40.58! 2950.04!
Situation!
awareness!
.18! .07! 1.14!(0.66)! 0.86! 3.13! 11.45!
Total!score! .22*! .13! 0.62*!(0.30)! 1.02! 1.85! 3.34!
Team% ! ! ! ! ! !
Leadership!&!
management!
.22*! .11! 2.01*!(1.01)! 1.03! 7.48! 54.10!
Teamwork!&!
cooperation!
.20! .09! 1.54!(0.83)! 0.91! 4.66! 23.77!
Decision!making! .18! .09! 1.96!(1.16)! 0.73! 7.11! 69.32!
Situation!
awareness!
.22*! .11! 1.56*!(0.76)! 1.07! 4.73! 20.87!


































Scatter! plots! were! drawn! to! assess! the! relationship! between! glitch! count! and!
components!of!the!Oxford!NOTECHS!II!score!(see!appendix!7.5.2).!Correlation!analysis!











































Scatter! plots! were! drawn! to! assess! the! relationship! between! units! done! and!
components!of!the!Oxford!NOTECHS!II!score!(see!appendix!7.5.3!for!plots!of!statistically!
significant!relationships).!Correlation!analysis!was!then!undertaken!using!both!Pearson’s!



































Pain! or! discomfort! score! was! measured! independently! by! the! observer! during! the!
procedure!using!an!ordinal!scale!(0=none,!1=minimal,!2=mild,!3=moderate,!4=severe)!in!
214!of!310!cases!(missing!in!96).!Scores!were!distributed!across!all!groups,!but!with!the!
majority! of! patients! experiencing! minimal! or! mild! discomfort! (39.7%! and! 28.0%!
respectively)!(see!table!3.21).!
To!assess!the!relationship!between!Oxford!NOTECHS!II!score!and!pain!score,!Pearson’s!
correlation! (r)& and! ordinal! logistic! regression! analysis! was! undertaken! with! each!
component! of! the!Oxford!NOTECHS! II! Score! as! the! regressor,! and! pain! score! as! the!
dependent!variable!(see!table!3.22).!
Significant!weak!positive!correlations!(r)!were!found!with!Endoscopist!DM!and!Whole!
team! DM.! Ordinal! logistic! regression! found! these! two! variables! to! be! significant!
predictors!of!pain!score,!however!effect!sizes!were!very!small!(R2!=!0.02!in!both!cases).!
Discomfort%score% Frequency% Percent%(%)% Valid%Percent%(%)%
None! 35! 11.3! 16.4!
Minimal! 85! 27.4! 39.7!
Mild! 60! 19.4! 28.0!
Moderate! 30! 9.7! 14.0!
Severe! 4! 1.3! 1.9!
Missing& 96& 30.9& &














Endoscopists%% ! ! ! ! ! !
Leadership!&!
Management!
.02! .00! 0.06! 0.24! T0.41! !0.53!
Teamwork!&!
cooperation!
.03! .00! 0.12! 0.23! T0.33! !0.58!
Decision!making! .15*! .02! 0.50*! 0.23! !0.05! !0.96!
Situation!awareness! .07! .01! 0.23! 0.22! T0.21! T0.66!
Total!score! .08! .01! 0.08! 0.07! T0.05! !0.21!
Nurses% ! ! ! ! ! !
Leadership!&!
management!
.09! .01! 0.34! 0.28! T0.22! !0.89!
Teamwork!&!
cooperation!
.11! .01! 0.38! 0.25! T0.10! !0.86!
Decision!making! .10! .01! 0.47! 0.32! T0.16! !1.09!
Situation!awareness! .11! .01! 0.33! 0.23! T0.12! !0.77!
Total!score! .12! .01! 0.13! 0.08! T0.02! !0.28!
Team% ! ! ! ! ! !
Leadership!&!
management!
.06! .00! 0.23! 0.29! T0.35! !0.81!
Teamwork!&!
cooperation!
.07! .01! 0.27! 0.25! T0.22! !0.76!
Decision!making! .14*! .02! 0.61*! 0.30! !0.03! !1.20!
Situation!awareness! .10! .01! 0.29! 0.24! T0.17! !0.76!



















































255!(95.5)! 12!(4.5)! ! 43!
18!–!Are!there!any!ways!the!service!
could!be!improved?!


















































































Endoscopists%% ! ! ! ! ! !
Leadership! &!
Management!
T.07! .03! T1.03!(0.85)! 0.07! 0.36! 1.88!
Teamwork!&!cooperation! T.10! .05! T1.31!(0.82)! 0.06! 0.27! 1.34!
Decision!making! T.07! .03! T0.87!(0.74)! 0.10! 0.42! 1.79!
Situation!awareness! T.03! .01! T0.42!(0.76)! 0.15! 0.66! 2.92!
Total!score! T.08! .03! T0.29!(0.22)! 0.49! 0.75! 1.15!
Nurses% ! ! ! ! ! !
Leadership!&!management! T.13*! .07! T1.58*!
(0.80)!
0.04! 0.21! 1.00!
Teamwork!&!cooperation! T.11! .06! T1.44!(0.84)! 0.05! 0.24! 1.22!
Decision!making! T.11! .05! T1.36!(0.80)! 0.05! 0.26! 1.22!
Situation!awareness! T.16**! .13! T2.11*!
(0.85)!
0.02! 0.12! 0.64!
Total!score! T.15*! .10! T0.52*!
(0.22)!
0.38! 0.60! 0.92!
Team% ! ! ! ! ! !
Leadership!&!management! T.11! .06! T1.63!(0.90)! 0.03! 0.20! 1.15!
Teamwork!&!cooperation! T.11! .06! T1.48!(0.84)! 0.04! 0.23! 1.17!
Decision!making! T.10! .04! T1.34!(0.84)! 0.05! 0.26! 1.36!
Situation!awareness! T.10! .05! T1.31!(0.81)! 0.06! 0.27! 1.31!










































PointTbiserial! correlation! (rpb)! identified! a! significant! weak! negative! correlation! with!
Endoscopist!T&C!(see!table!3.25)!











Endoscopists%% ! ! ! ! ! !
Leadership! &!
Management!
T.06! .01! T0.35!(0.37)! 0.34! 0.70! 1.44!
Teamwork!&!cooperation! T.14*! .04! T0.86*!
(0.39)!
0.20! 0.43! 0.91!
Decision!making! T.03! .00! T0.16!(0.37)! 0.41! 0.85! 1.77!
Situation!awareness! T.11! .02! T0.59!(0.34)! 0.28! 0.56! 1.09!
Total!score! T.10! .02! T0.17!(0.11)! 0.68! 0.84! 1.05!
Nurses% ! ! ! ! ! !
Leadership!&!management! T.05! .00! T0.31!(0.42)! 0.32! 0.73! 1.67!
Teamwork!&!cooperation! T.05! .01! T0.31!(0.38)! 0.35! 0.74! 1.55!
Decision!making! T.12! .03! T1.27!(0.68)! 0.07! 0.28! 1.07!
Situation!awareness! T.02! .00! T0.14!(0.35)! 0.44! 0.87! 1.73!
Total!score! T.07! .01! T0.13!(0.13)! 0.69! 0.88! 1.12!
Team% ! ! ! ! ! !
Leadership!&!management! T.06! .01! T0.43!(0.45)! 0.27! 0.65! 1.57!
Teamwork!&!cooperation! T.10! .02! T0.68!(0.42)! 0.23! 0.51! 1.15!
Decision!making! T.08! .01! T0.63!(0.53)! 0.19! 0.53! 1.50!
Situation!awareness! T.07! .01! T0.41!(0.37)! 0.32! 0.66! 1.37!














a! level! of! patient! safety! and! teamwork”;! score! of! 8! corresponds! to! “consistently!
























challenging! case,! the! Endoscopist! may! have! had! greater! opportunity! to! overtly!
demonstrate! their! NTS,! than! the! nursing! subTteam,! particularly! those! relating! to!
leadership!or!decision!making.!Due!to!the!medical!background!of!the!observer!(the!MD!
student),! they!may! also! have! been!more! sensitive! to! the! NTS! demonstrated! by! the!
endoscopist!subTteam!than!the!nursing!subTteam.!It!would!be!interesting!to!compare!
their!scores!with!those!of!an!observer!with!a!nursing!or!human!factors!background!in!
order! to! investigate! this! further.! The! study!by!Mishra! et! al.! (2008)! using! the!Oxford!
NOTECHS!tool!in!the!operating!theatre!similarly!found!the!surgeon!subTteam!scores!to!
be!significantly!higher!than!Nursing!subTteam!(or!Anaesthetist!subTteam)!scores.!They!
do! not! however! suggest! any! explanation! for! these! differences! in! scores.! ! Although!
Robertson!et!al.!(2014)!(using!the!Oxford!NOTECHS!II!tool)!did!not!find!any!significant!
differences! in!NTS!performance!between!subTteams,!there!was!a!greater!variation!of!























timeTcourse! of! the! observations.! Two! significant! relationships! were! found! between!
Oxford!NOTECHS!II!score!and!sequence!number.!A!weak!positive!trend!was!identified!
with! the! Endoscopist! subTteam! situation! awareness! scores,! suggesting! either! their!
performance!in!just!this!area!improved,!or!the!observer!became!more!lenient!as!time!












total! scores! over! time.! This! study!was! performed! in! the! operating! theatre,! and! the!
observer!was!a!Psychology!student,!not!a!clinician,!and!thus!does!not!provide!a!direct!





Significant! differences! were! found! between! Oxford! NOTECHS! II! scores! for! the!
Endoscopist! subTteam! in! all! domains! and! for! whole! team! decision! making! when!
compared! by! procedure! type! (with! BCSP! colonoscopy! as! a! separate! group).!Median!
scores! were! highest! for! the! BCSP! colonoscopy! group! in! all! these! areas! except!
Endoscopist!DM!(where!it!was!equal!to!other!groups).!!
In! order! to! undertake! a! bowel! cancer! screening! colonoscopy,! Endoscopists! undergo!
extra!training!and!are!required!to!complete!a!more!rigorous!technical!skill!assessment.!
Other!studies!have!shown!positive!relationships!between!technical!and!nonTtechnical!
skills! although! the! causality! of! such! relationships! is! unclear! (McCulloch! et! al.,! 2009,!
Mishra!et!al.,!2008,!von!Wyl!et!al.,!2009,!Catchpole!et!al.,!2008,!Krage!et!al.,!2017).!
Screening!colonoscopies!are!more!likely!than!other!colonoscopies!to!require!biopsy!or!
polypectomy.! It! is! possible! that! this! is! therefore! a! more! challenging! or! complex!
procedure,! which! may! provide! greater! opportunity! to! demonstrate! positive! NTS!
behaviours!and!thus!be!awarded!a!higher!score.!
Due! to! the! extra! training! required,! the! composition! of! the! team! during! BCSP!














decreased! their! capacity! to! demonstrate! good!NTS.! This! hypothesis! is! supported! by!
other!studies!that!have!found!the!NTS!of!trainees!to!improve!with!both!postTgraduate!









step! (11.3%)! was! significantly! associated! with! reduced! scores! in! all! areas! except!























the!operating!theatre,!and! in! fact!used! it!as!evidence!of! the!construct!validity!of! the!
scale,!suggesting!it!supported!the!“hypothesised!mechanistic!effect!of!a!well!performed!
WHO!surgical!safety!checklist!on!intraToperative!nonTtechnical!skills!performance”.!!
Further! support! for! this! relationship! is! found! in! a! study! undertaken! in! Endoscopy.!








































completion! rate! was! higher,! if! there! is! indeed! a! relationship! between! these! two!























The! use! of! PDR!may! have! given! a! falsely! increased! estimate! of! ADR,! as! the! lesions!
detected! as! polyps! during! colonoscopy! have! not! been! histologically! confirmed! as!
adenomas.! This! may! explain! why! the! results! are! greater! than! the! national! audit!











Extubation!time!of!equal! to!or! longer! than!6!minutes! is!an!auditable!outcome!which!





















were!better!when! there!were!more!process!deviations!noted,!and! is! contrary! to! the!
study!undertaken!in!the!operating!theatre!by!Robertson!et!al.!(2014),!where!a!negative!
correlation!between!score!and!glitch!count!was!found.!However,!they!do!acknowledge!
this! negative! correlation! to! be! much! weaker! than! those! found! in! previous! work!
comparing!NTS!scores!with!technical!and!process!errors!(Mishra!et!al.,!2009,!Robertson!






that!a! team!with!poorer!nonTtechnical! skills!will!make!more!errors!and! there!will!be!
more!glitches.!However,!glitches!can!be!caused!by!a!number!of!factors!outside!of!the!
team.! It! is!possible! that! the!weakness!of! the!negative!correlation! in!Robertson!et!al.!







booked.! As! previously! discussed,! Oxford! NOTECHS! II! scores! were! slightly! higher! for!
bowel!cancer!screening!procedures,!however,!these!lists!are!booked!with!eight!rather!
than!ten!units,!and!are!therefore!not!directly!comparable!with!service!lists.!Cases!can!be!
variable! in! their! complexity! and! therefore! a! better! marker! in! future! studies! could!




A! weak! positive! relationship! was! found! between! Oxford! NOTECHS! II! scores! and!
discomfort!scores,! i.e.!higher!scores!were!associated!with!more!pain!and!discomfort.!
This!seems!counterTintuitive,!as!it!might!be!assumed!that!a!better!functioning!team!were!



















response! to! this! question.! This! indicates! that!higher!Oxford!NOTECHS! II! scores!were!
associated!with!patients!feeling!they!had!less!opportunity!to!discuss!their!concerns.!This!












This! relationship! seems! more! likely,! as! it! is! sensible! that! a! patient! exposed! to! an!
Endoscopist!with!better!teamwork!skills!is!more!content!with!the!service!as!a!whole.!A!







The! sample! size!estimate!was!based!on! information! from!a! study!undertaken! in! the!
operating! theatre! and! the! outcome!measure! "procedure! completion".! This! outcome!
measure!was!chosen!as!it!was!applicable!to!all!cases,!was!clear!and!easy!to!measure!and!
had! an! audit! target! ("90%! of! procedures! should! be! complete).! This! selection! was!







certain! that! any! of! the! outcomes!would! be! directly! related! to! the!NTS! of! the! team.!
Where!no!relationship!was!found!between!NTS!and!an!outcome!measure,!it!is!possible!
that! the!study!was!underpowered!and!therefore! that!observing!a!greater!number!of!






scoring! range! of! 1T8! of! the! Oxford! NOTECHS! II,! rather! than! the! range! 1T4! from! the!
original!Oxford!NOTECHS!assessment!tool.!Due!to!the!routine!nature!of!the!majority!of!
endoscopy!cases,!higher!scores!tended!to!be!awarded!to!more!complex!cases!where!
staff!had!more!opportunity!to!demonstrate!good!NTS.!This! infers!some!bias,!but! it! is!
difficult!to!ascertain!the!extent!of!this!and!it!is!unlikely!that!it!could!be!eliminated!in!any!
further!work! undertaken.! Data! from! this! study! for! the! relationship! between!Oxford!









This! study! has! explored! the! relationships! between! Oxford! NOTECHS! II! scores! in! GI!
endoscopy!and!a!number!of!procedure!and!patient!outcome!measures.!Although!some!
hypotheses!were!made,!it!was!not!clear!at!the!study!outset!what!the!findings!would!be.!!
Although!no! relationship!was! found!between!Oxford!NOTECHS! II! scores!and! rates!of!
procedure!completion!or!complications,!some!positive!relationships!were! found!with!
polyp!detection!and!extubation!time.!Both!of!these!outcomes!suggest! increased!care!
and! attention! in! the! examination! of! the! whole! colonic! mucosa.! This! relationship!
therefore!could!reflect!the!need!for!good!individual!situation!awareness,!concentration!
and!the!avoidance!of!interruptions!in!the!Endoscopist,!and!increased!vigilance!and!the!
ability! to! speak! up! in! other! team! members,! to! adequately! examine! the! colon! and!
subsequently!identify!all!lesions,!however!small.!!
The!relationship!between!items!on!the!safety!checklist!and!NTS!score!is!supported!by!



































successfully! in! the! development! of! a! number! of! NTS! taxonomies,! including! the!
Anaesthetists! NonTTechnical! Skills! (ANTS),! the! NonTTechnical! Skills! for! Surgeons!






2001).! The!methods!most! commonly! used! in! this! field! are! Critical! Decision!Method!
(CDM)!and!Critical!Incident!Technique!(CIT).!These!both!require!a!subject!matter!expert!









The! type! of! interview! best! suited! to! CDM! is! semiTstructured.! This! provides! the!
interviewer!with!a!clear!list!of!points!to!be!addressed,!but!allows!flexibility!to!adapt!the!
timing!and!wording!of!questions!and!the!interviewee!to!develop!their!ideas!more!widely!
(Hoffman!et!al.,! 1998,!Denscombe,!2014).! Focus!groups!can!provide!a! rich! source!of!
information,!but!can!be!difficult!to!control!and!due!to!work!patterns!and!work!load,!are!




Thematic! analysis! (TA)! is! a! method! which! identifies! themes! and! patterns! across! a!
















































Ethical! approval! was! granted! by! the! NHS! Health! Research! Authority,! South!West! –!
Plymouth!and!Cornwall,!Regional!Ethics!Committee!(Ref!16/SW/0014)!and!the!Plymouth!




to! explore! the! nonTtechnical! skills! behaviours! most! important! in! this! setting.! A!




The! interviews! were! individual! and! took! place! in! a! quiet! room! within! the! hospital,!
following!informed!written!consent.!They!were!hosted!by!the!MD!student!(CH),!lasted!
approximately!30!minutes!and!were!audioTrecorded.!Each!staff!member!was!allocated!
a! study! number! for! pseudoTanonymisation! of! data.! The! interviews!were! transcribed!
verbatim! by! the! MD! student! during! the! study! period.! Any! identifying! features! or!













Prior! to! commencing! staff! interviews,! the!MD! student! (CH)! undertook! four! practice!






















undertaking! the! interviews! (Liamputtong,! 2012).! This! was! possible! as! transcription,!





process.! Staff!members! who! volunteered! to! take! part! in! semiTstructured! interviews!



















In! addition! to! the! interview! data,! free! text! comments! from! the! patient! satisfaction!


























The! interviews!were! transcribed!by! the!MD! student! (CH).! Although! this!was! a! timeT
consuming!activity,!it!provided!the!opportunity!to!repeatedly!review!the!interviews!and!
thus!allowed!the!student!to!become!immersed!in!the!data.!Initial!notes!and!thoughts!
were! recorded! in! a! journal! during! this! time.! Following! this,! formal! coding! was!
undertaken,!with!subsequent!organisation!of!codes!into!themes.!During!coding!the!MD!
student! aimed! to! keep! the! main! question! in! focus:! “what! nonTtechnical! skills! are!



















































some!more! important! for! the!Endoscopist!and!some!more! important! for! the!nursing!
staff.!!
Good!leadership!behaviours!in!the!Endoscopist!include!the!ability!to!motivate!the!team;!
























more& rattled,& and& then& you're& going& to& start& to& become& terse& and&
monosyllabic&with& the&other& team&members,&you&know,&making& it&a&bit&
obvious&that&you're&annoyed&with&the&situation&
Int003:& there& are& endoscopists& that& are& perhaps& seen& as& intimidating,& or& just&
generally&unpleasant&
Nursing!staff!often!have!the!responsibility!of!coordinating!work.!This!can! include!the!






















































Int001:& you& need& to& have& trust& in& the& person& that's&with& the& patient,& because&
you're&not&always&watching&the&screen,&you're&not&always&seeing&what's&
going&on&with&the&obs&and&whatever.!








Int011:& certain&bits&of&equipment& that&we&didn't&have&down& there.&Usually&we&
stock&up,&and&again&communicating&when&we&come&back&up&after&we've&
done&a&case&in&ERCP&of&what&we&need&to&take&back&down&there…we&should&
have& things& in& there,& but& again& people& use& it,& come&upstairs,& forget& to&
replenish&it,&so&it's&not&a&case&of...&








Int002:& the& clinician& was& very& good,& he& helped& talking& me& through,& he& was&


































































































Int012:& you& can& be& in& a& situation& where& you're& needing& to& communicate&
something& and& that& person& isn't& necessarily& ready& to& receive& the&
information&from&you.&
For!each!procedure!undertaken!in!endoscopy,!the!team!need!to!have!a!shared!mental!
model! of! the! plan! for! the! case! and! any! changes! to! the! plan.! This! includes! a! shared!





facilitates! this! by! providing! the! opportunity! to! discuss! the! details! of! the! case! and!
particular! requirements! or! issues! involved! and! clarify! the! contributions! of! individual!
team!members.!!
Int002:&when&we&do&the&WHO,&erm,&we're&given&instructions&for&what&we're&doing&
















with! the!procedure!changes!quickly! the! team!member!must!notice! this!and! respond!
accordingly.!!


































what& they're&doing.&Often& the&endoscopist& is&obviously& looking&straight&










regarding!extra!analgesia!or! if! the!organisation!of!other! investigations!or!procedures!
needs! to!occur.! Examples!where! input! from! the!whole! team!occurs! include!where!a!









Int004:&the& nurses& suggest& sometimes& more& sedation& that& the& doctor& hasn't&
thought&of&
Int003:&or&whether&they're&thinking&out&loud,&and&again&coming&from&that&training&




























complete& the& procedure& so& we& decided& "ok,& rather& than& just& leave& a&

































































more& rattled,& and& then& you’re& going& to& start& to& become& terse& and&




Int008:&My& understanding& from& feedback& from& the& nursing& staff& is& that& some&
people&get&more&stressed&in&any&given&situation.&If&it’s&less&controlled,&it’s&
more&likely&to&become&fractious.&
As!will! be! discussed! in!more! detail! in! the! following! paragraphs,! a! unique! feature! of!



































behaviours!which!are!all! tied! together! in! their! role! in! looking!after! the!patient,!who!
remains!the!central!focus!of!any!endoscopic!procedure.!!


















































need! to!maintain!effective! communication!amongst! themselves! (expanded!on! in! the!
following! section),!whilst!protecting! the!patient! from! this!potential!upset.!When! the!
procedure!is!complete!and!the!patient!has!recovered!safely!from!the!procedure!and!any!
sedation! used,! the! team! need! to! inform! them! of! the! results! and! outcome! in! an!
appropriate!way!and!place.!This!should!ideally!occur!in!a!quiet!room,!with!a!relative!or!















































Int002:& the& important&bit& like& I& said& really& is& the&communication& from&the&very&
early&stages&of&the&procedure…&it's&letting&people&know&what's&going&on,&
not&just&assuming&that&people&know&














sure& we've& got& haemospray",& "make& sure& we've& got,& you& know,& some&
adrenaline&and&a&needle"&and&things&like&that.&
When! procedures! are! challenging! or! when! managing! a! complication,! the! nature! of!





































have& things& explained& to& them&at& the& beginning& it&makes& life& so&much&
easier& for& everyone.& For& the& patient,& and& by& that& I&mean& going& briefly&
though&the&colonoscopy&process,&letting&them&know&what&to&expect&
As!discussed!in!section!4.3.3.6!delivery!of!investigation!results!and!bad!news!should!be!












procedure,!particularly! if! it! is!causing!them!discomfort.!This! includes!reassuring!them!





















of! ‘communication’,! ‘decision!making’,! ‘situation! awareness’,! ‘working! together! as! a!
team’!and!‘the!patient’.!More!specifically,!data!supporting!the!theme!‘communication’!










The! cognitive! skills! of! situation! awareness! and! decision!making! are! common! to! the!
existing! NTS! assessment! tools! published! for! use! in! the! operating! theatre.! In! the!
endoscopy! literature! (as! reviewed! in! Chapter! 2),! situation! awareness! was! the!
commonest! NTS! identified! (Bourikas! et! al.,! 2013,! Grover! et! al.,! 2016,! Hawkes! and!
McDonald,! 2014,! Haycock! et! al.,! 2012,! Haycock! et! al.,! 2010,! Hewett! et! al.,! 2010,!
Matharoo! et! al.,! 2014a,! Scaffidi! et! al.,! 2016).! Similarly,! decision! making! was! also! a!
common! theme! in! the! literature! reviewed,! and! the! commonest! theme! for! learning!
points! in! the! reflective! diaries! of! endoscopists! analysed! by! Hawkes! and! McDonald!
(Grover!et!al.,!2016,!Hawkes!and!McDonald,!2014,!Haycock!et!al.,!2010,!Hewett!et!al.,!
2010,!Matharoo!et!al.,!2014a,!Scaffidi!et!al.,!2016).!The!data!revealed!that!the!ability!to!
respond! to! a! dynamic! situation! and! use! a! problemTsolving! approach! is! particularly!
important!in!this!setting,!especially!if!an!unknown!or!unexpected!situation!occurs.!&
The! role! of! interpersonal! skills! such! as! leadership,! professionalism,! teamwork! and!
communication!are!supported!by!the!existing!literature!(Grover!et!al.,!2016,!Hawkes!and!
McDonald,! 2014,! Haycock! et! al.,! 2010,! Hewett! et! al.,! 2010,!Matharoo! et! al.,! 2014a,!
Scaffidi!et!al.,!2016).!As!in!other!areas!of!healthcare!teams!are!often!changing!and!it!is!
common!to!work!within!teams!where!members!lack!familiarity!(Haycock!et!al.,!2011).!



























(2013,!2006)!have!written!extensively!on!how!quality!can!be!assessed! in! this! type!of!














argued! that! this! may! have! increased! the! richness! of! the! data! produced.! The! semiT
structured!nature!of!the!interviews!and!the!use!of!the!interview!schedule!ensured!the!
MD!student!some!control,!whilst!still!allowing!the!flexibility!for!participants!to!explore!
different! areas! of! NTS! practice! according! to! their! experience.! During! the! analysis,!
repeatedly! returning! to! the! research! question! ("What! NTS! are! important! in!
endoscopy?")!facilitated!the!student!to!extract!relevant!codes!and!themes.!!
In!qualitative!studies! the! trustworthiness!or!dependability!of! the!methods!should!be!
considered.!Section!4.2!explains! the!rationale! for! the!type!of! interview!and!sampling!





ethical! to! force! staff! to! undertake! such! interviews,! and! any! data! obtained! in! these!
circumstances! would! be! unlikely! to! be! as! honest! or! in! depth.! Transcription! was!









areas! of! healthcare! where! patients! undergo! procedures! under! sedation! or! local!
anaesthetic,!for!example!interventional!radiology,!but!some!caution!would!need!to!be!
























































































































technology,! reliant!on!the!effective!teamwork!of! its!healthcare!professionals! for!safe!
care.!The!role!of!NTS!have!long!been!accepted!in!other!areas!of!healthcare,!but!to!date!
there!has!been!little!research!into!their!role!in!this!area.!
The! NTS! of! situation! awareness,! leadership,! decision! making,! teamwork! and!
communication!identified!by!this!interview!study!are!similar!to!those!found!important!
in!other!areas!of!healthcare.!However,!due!to!the!conscious!state!of!the!patient,!the!












each! other! and! the! patient.! This! could! result! in! the! adaptation! of! a! tool! already! in!



















have! considered! this,! but! despite! the! likelihood! of! this! effect! being!maximal! at! the!
beginning!of!a!study,!found!scores!to!significantly!increase!with!time!(following!a!training!
intervention)!(McCulloch!et!al.,!2009).!This!research!team!undertook!an!earlier!study!in!
the!operating! theatre!with! similar!experience;! staff!quickly!became!accustomed! to!a!
researcher’s! presence! and! scores! again! increased! with! time! (post! team! training!
intervention)!(Hitchins!et!al.,!2017a).!Although!the!chance!of!the!Hawthorne!effect!could!




















developed! by! Anaesthetists,! without! input! from! ODPs,! and! they! proposed! the! two!
disciplines!could!in!fact!be!focussing!on!different!aspects!of!performance.!It!would!be!
interesting! to! investigate! if! there! are! differences! in! the!way! the!Oxford!NOTECHS! II!














with! other! tools,! the! score! sheet! used! in! this! study! lists! the! relevant! positive! and!





behaviours!with! those! specific! to!endoscopy.!This! could! include!a! comparison!of! the!
taxonomy!with!the!findings!of!the!qualitative!interview!study!presented!in!Chapter!4.!In!
addition,!the!score!sheets!and!notes!taken!during!observations!could!be!reviewed!to!
explore! the! frequency! with! which! specific! behaviours! were! observed! in! this!
environment.!This!could!highlight!the!similarities!and!suggest!differences,!if!for!example,!
















regarding! the! completeness! of! the! system,! observability! of! the! nonTtechnical! skills!
categories!and!elements,!and!the!acceptability!and!design!of!the!tool.!If!an!assessment!










endoscopy! teams! (as! assessed! by! the! Oxford! NOTECHS! II! tool)! and! the! outcomes!
investigated.!However,!some!important!points!were!identified.!The!positive!associations!





suggests! that! teams!with! better! safety! practices! had!better!NTS,! and!may! therefore!
actually! validate! the! tool! in! this! environment.! This! is! supported! by! the! literature!
(Matharoo!et!al.,!2012,!Robertson!et!al.,!2014).!As!discussed!in!Chapter!3,!Matharoo!et!
al.! (2012)! found! a! strongly! positive! correlation! (r>0.8)! between!NTS! and! performing!
safety! checks,!and!Robertson!et!al.! (2014)! found!a! statistically! significant!association!
between!NTS!performance!and!completing!the!WHO!safety!checklist.!Safety!checks!and!
checklists!fulfil!a!number!of!functions!in!healthcare!environments.!In!their!purest!sense,!
safety! checklists! ensure! that! safetyTcritical! tasks! and! checks! have! been! undertaken.!
However,!beyond!that,!they!can!provide!an!opportunity!for!team!members!to!familiarise!
themselves!with!each!other!and!a!platform!to!empower!staff,!of!any!level,!to!speak!up.!
This! is!particularly! important! in!teams!that! lack!familiarity!or!when!staff!changeovers!
take!place.!Individuals!that!welcome!the!opportunity!to!establish!team!relationships!and!
who! ensure! the! undertaking! of! safety! check! procedures,! by! virtue,! have! good!







investigated,! but! were! not! demonstrable! within! this! study,! or! indeed! if! there! are!
relationships!with!other!outcomes!that!were!not!considered.!As!discussed!in!Chapter!3,!
the! sample! size! estimate!was! based! on! information! from!a! study! undertaken! in! the!
operating!theatre,!and!was!a!difficult!prediction!to!make.!It! is!therefore!possible!that!
the! study! was! underpowered,! and! a! larger! sample! size! may! have! revealed! clearer!












leniency!and!a! lack!of!challenge! in!the!cases.! It! is!possible!that!the!NTS!of!the!teams!
observed!in!endoscopy!in!this!study!were!always!good!and!thus!they!always!achieved!
high! scores.!However,! it! is! also! conceivable! that! the! tool! is! insufficiently! sensitive! to!









table!5.1! for! scale!descriptors).! The! scoring! systems! for! some!other!NTS!assessment!
tools,!such!as!ANTS!and!NOTSS,!have!an!option!for!a!score!of!‘Not!Observed’!in!the!case!
that!no!good!or!bad!behaviours!within!a!category!are!witnessed!(Fletcher!et!al.,!2004,!
Yule! et! al.,! 2006b).! This! option! does! not! exist! for! the! Oxford! NOTECHS! scales! and!
therefore!if!no!behaviours!are!observed!within!a!NTS!category,!performance!is!assumed!
to!be!at!the!level!of!the!default,!and!given!a!score!of!6.!This!predisposes!scores!to!the!
upper!half!of! the!scale.! In!addition,! the!descriptors! for! scores!of! less! than!5! indicate!

































In!addition,! it!may!be! that! the! impact!of! subtle! changes! in!NTS!on!hard,!and!mostly!






culture! and! team!morale!may! give! a! greater! insight! into! the! effect! of! NTS! on! team!
function,! the! workplace! environment,! and! in! turn! on! the! experience! and! safety! of!
patients.!There!is!some!evidence!to!suggest!that!Safety!Attitudes!improve!following!NTS!













The! results! of! the! interview! study! presented! in! Chapter! 4! have! confirmed! the!
importance!of!the!NTS!situation!awareness,!decision!making,!leadership,!teamwork!and!
communication! in! gastrointestinal! endoscopy.! These! findings! are! inTline! with! the!
existing!literature!to!date!regarding!NTS!and!teamwork!in!healthcare,!particularly!within!
the!operating!theatre!and!gastrointestinal!endoscopy.!This!supports!the!transferability!




to! perform! to! a! high! standard,! whilst! communicating! and! dealing! with! the! extra!
dimension!of!patient!interaction!midTprocedure,!is!exceptional!to!this!area!and!requires!
skills!in!communication,!professionalism,!empathy,!situation!awareness!and!managing!
stress.! Although! the! Oxford! NOTECHS! II! directly! assesses! situation! awareness,!
behaviours! related! to! these!other!NTS!are!assessed!more! indirectly!via! the! influence!
they!have!on!leadership,!teamwork!and!decisionTmaking.!In!view!of!this,!it!may!be!that!
tools! designed! for! use! in! the! operating! theatre! do! not! sufficiently! acknowledge! the!
behaviours! involved! in! interacting! both! with! and! around! the! patient,! and! thus! it! is!
possible!they!do!not!assess!the!full!range!of!NTS!required!by!endoscopy!teams.!Solutions!
to! this! include! the! development! of! a! novel! gastrointestinal! endoscopy! specific! NTS!
assessment!tool,!or!the!adaptation!of!an!existing!tool!such!as!the!Oxford!NOTECHS!II!for!
use!in!this!area.!This!could!incorporate!the!addition!of!a!“communication”!category!and!






an!“interacting!with! the!patient”! category! specifically! for! this! interaction.!As!per! the!




As!well! as! endoscopy! healthcare! staff! and! human! factors! practitioners,! this! process!
could!also!include!expert!patients.!Interviews!or!focus!groups!could!be!used!to!explore!




been! found! to! prioritise! aspects! of! their! care! related! to! personal! treatment! by! the!
clinician!and!team,!and!the!role!they!take!in!decision!making!more!highly!than!clinicians!
expect!them!to!(Denters!et!al.,!2012,!Yacavone!et!al.,!2001).!These!studies!indicate!that!
clinicians! do! not! always! understand! which! aspects! of! care! are! most! important! to!
patients.!Both!The!King’s!Fund!and!The!Health!Foundation!have!published!guidance!on!
the! role! of! collaboration! between! healthcare! providers! and! patients,! carers! and!
communities,!termed!respectively!“Patients!as!Partners”!and!“CoTproductive!research”!





















Although! literature! on! this! subject! within! gastrointestinal! endoscopy! is! sparse,! it! is!
conclusive!to!the!necessity!of!these!skills!for!personnel!in!this!area,!and!should!form!part!
of!their!assessment!and!development!(Haycock!et!al.,!2011,!Anderson,!2012).!This!seems!
logical! based! on! the! comparisons! that! can! be! drawn! between! endoscopy! and! the!







NTS! performance! and! patient! outcomes,! or! indeed! an! improvement! in! outcomes!
following!team!training!interventions.!A!key!aim!for!this!study!was!therefore!to!explore!
this! relationship! further!within! this! area! of! healthcare.! Although! the! results! are! not!
conclusive,! there! are! some! promising! findings.! Potential! associations! with! safety!











skills! previously! recognised! in! other! areas! of! healthcare,! in! particular! the! operating!



















Further! observations! with! the! same! outcome! measures! could! provide! additional!
evidence! to!clarify! the!weak!associations! found! in! the! study!presented! in!Chapter!3.!
However,! it! may! still! be! difficult! to! prove! such! relationships! exist.! It! would! also! be!
interesting!to!explore!the!association!between!NTS!and!other!outcomes!such!as!safety!























study! presented! in! Chapter! 4! could! contribute! to! the! design! of! a!NTS! team! training!
program!catering!to! the!specific!needs!of!endoscopy!team!members.! Introduction!of!
something!like!this!would!also!provide!scope!for!the!reTassessment!of!NTS!following!a!
































future! supervisors,! looking! into! nonTtechnical! skills.!My! early! reading! had! led!me! to!











allowed! the! possibility! of! developing! an! evidenceTbased! staff! training! program!
specifically!for!this!area!of!healthcare!in!the!future.!Unbeknownst!to!me,!and!due!to!a!























explore! the!options!of! additional!data! collection! sites,! something! that! I! had!planned!










































often! felt! lost,!and! that! I!needed!a!surprising,!and!perhaps!embarrassing,!amount!of!
guidance!and!reassurance,!particularly!when!it!came!to!anything!that!involved!writing.!
Thankfully,! once! data! collection! began,! the! staff! were! remarkably! welcoming! and!
supportive!of!the!study,!even!those!who!had!opted!out!of!being!observed!themselves.!








my!MD)!and!by!setting!some!clear! targets!with!my!supervisors! for!what! I!needed!to!
achieve.!I!continued!to!use!target!setting!and!the!other!techniques!I’d!learned!from!the!
workshop!throughout!my!final!year.!Breaking!the!somewhat!daunting!task!of!writing!a!









was! the!more! appropriate! thing! to!do.! I! didn’t! realise!how! important! it!was! to! take!
ownership!of!the!study!or!who!the!essential!stakeholders!would!be.!I!thought!I!needed!
to!have!a!clear!plan!for!the!study!before!involving!others,!but!in!hindsight,!it!would!have!






(NICE,! 2007).! In! addition,! earlier! discussions! of! my! motivations! would! have!
demonstrated!the!transparency!that!I!had!thought!was!obvious,!but!was!undoubtedly!





learnt!a! lot!about!processes! in! research,!communication!within!a! team,!and!my!own!
























































































You! have! been! invited! to! take! part! because! you! work! as! a! member! of! staff! within! the!









































































form! you! agree! to! this! access! for! the! current! study! and! any! further! research! that!may! be!
conducted!in!relation!to!it,!even!if!you!withdraw!from!the!current!study.!!
The! information!collected!about!you!may!also!be!shown! to!authorised!people! from! the!UK!
Regulatory!Authority!and! Independent!Ethics!CommitteeW! this! is! to!ensure! that! the!study! is!
carried!out!to!the!highest!possible!scientific!and!regulatory!standards.!!All!will!have!a!duty!of!
confidentiality!to!you!as!a!research!participant.!
If! you! withdraw! consent! from! further! study! participation,! unless! you! object,! your! data! will!
remain!on!file!and!will!be!included!in!the!final!study!analysis.!
All! study! data! collected! as! part! of! the! researcher’s! Medical! Doctorate! will! be! stored!
confidentially!in!an!anonymised!(nonOidentifiable)!secure!format,!in!line!with!the!University!of!
Plymouth’s!Ethics!Policy!for!a!period!of!10!years.!Any!computer!software!or!recordable!devices!
used! for! the! purpose! of! this! research! study! will! be! encrypted! to! protect! your! data! in! a!
confidential!manner.!!
13.! What!will!happen!to!the!results!of!this!study?!





The! study! has! been! organized! as! part! of! a! Medical! Doctorate! with! Plymouth! University!








Department! and! has! been! given! favourable! ethical! opinion! for! conduct! in! the!NHS!by! the!

































































! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Name!of!Participant! ! Date! ! ! ! Signature!
!
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !






















! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Department!of!Endoscopy!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Derriford!Hospital!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Derriford!Road!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Plymouth!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! PL6!8DH!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 01!February!2016!




We! are! writing! to! ask! for! your! help! in! a! research! study! being! conducted!within! the! Endoscopy!















































































































be! the! additional! presence! of! the! researcher,!who!will! be! observing! the!Endoscopy! team,!
during!your!procedure.!
8.! What!are!the!possible!benefits!of!taking!part?!!











































form! you! agree! to! this! access! for! the! current! study! and! any! further! research! that!may! be!
conducted!in!relation!to!it,!even!if!you!withdraw!from!the!current!study.!!
The! information!collected!about!you!may!also!be!shown! to!authorised!people! from! the!UK!
Regulatory!Authority!and! Independent!Ethics!CommitteeW! this! is! to!ensure! that! the!study! is!
carried!out!to!the!highest!possible!scientific!and!regulatory!standards.!!All!will!have!a!duty!of!
confidentiality!to!you!as!a!research!participant.!
If! you! withdraw! consent! from! further! study! participation,! unless! you! object,! your! data! will!
remain!on!file!and!will!be!included!in!the!final!study!analysis.!
All! study! data! collected! as! part! of! the! researcher’s! Medical! Doctorate! will! be! stored!
confidentially!in!an!anonymised!(nonOidentifiable)!secure!format,!in!line!with!the!University!of!
Plymouth’s!Ethics!Policy!for!a!period!of!10!years.!Any!computer!software!or!recordable!devices!
used! for! the! purpose! of! this! research! study! will! be! encrypted! to! protect! your! data! in! a!
confidential!manner.!!
13.! What!will!happen!to!the!results!of!this!study?!






The! study! has! been! organized! as! part! of! a! Medical! Doctorate! with! Plymouth! University!








Department! and! has! been! given! favourable! ethical! opinion! for! conduct! in! the!NHS!by! the!
















































































! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Name!of!Participant! ! Date! ! ! ! Signature!
!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !













































Yes! ! ! No!
Q3.!If!yes,!did!the!leaflets!explain!your!procedure!in!a!clear!manner?!
Completely! ! Partially! ! Insufficiently! ! Not!at!all!
Q4.!Did!you!find!this!information!helpful?!







Yes! ! ! No! ! ! Not!applicable!
Q6.!Were!you!offered!sedation!for!your!procedure?!
Yes! ! ! No! ! ! Do!not!remember!
Q7.!If!you!were!not!offered!sedation,!would!you!prefer!to!have!it!next!time,!if!you!had!this!procedure!again?!



















Yes! ! ! No! ! ! Do!not!remember!
Q9.!Did!you!have!the!opportunity!to!discuss!the!procedure!and!any!concerns!you!may!have!had!prior!to!
the!procedure?!
Yes! ! ! No!
Q10.!Did!you!feel!that!you!were!given!enough!information!to!decide!whether!or!not!you!wished!to!go!ahead!
(give!written!consent)!to!the!procedure?!











Completely! ! Partially! ! Insufficiently! ! Not!at!all!
Q13.!Were!you!given!an!information!sheet!when!you!left!the!unit!explaining!what!reactions!to!expect!and!
where!to!telephone!for!further!advice?!
Yes! ! ! No!
Q14.!Overall,!were!you!treated!politely!and!with!respect!in!the!Endoscopy!unit?!







Yes! ! ! No!
Q16.!Did!you!find!the!environment!in!the!unit!pleasant!and!comfortable?!
































































































































































Endoscopist%SubDteam% ! ! !
Leadership!&!Management! 7.00! 7.00! .947!
Teamwork!&!cooperation! 6.50! 6.50! .202!
Decision!making! 6.50! 6.50! .902!
Situation!awareness! 7.00! 6.50! .354!
Total!score! 26.50! 26.50! .518!
Nurse%SubDteam% ! ! !
Leadership!&!management! 6.00! 6.00! .593!
Teamwork!&!cooperation! 6.50! 6.50! .261!
Decision!making! 6.00! 6.00! .527!
Situation!awareness! 6.75! 6.50! .530!
Total!score! 25.75! 25.50! .438!
Team% ! ! !
Leadership!&!management! 6.50! 6.50! .770!
Teamwork!&!cooperation! 6.50! 6.50! .189!
Decision!making! 6.25! 6.25! .884!
Team!Situation!awareness! 6.75! 6.75! .352!
Total!score! 26.25! 26.00! .457!
















Endoscopist%SubDteam% ! ! !
Leadership!&!Management! 7.00! 6.75! .737!
Teamwork!&!cooperation! 6.50! 6.50! .931!
Decision!making! 6.00! 6.50! .993!
Situation!awareness! 7.00! 6.75! .655!
Total!score! 26.50! 26.00! .809!
Nurse%SubDteam% ! ! !
Leadership!&!management! 6.00! 6.00! .833!
Teamwork!&!cooperation! 6.50! 6.50! .700!
Decision!making! 6.00! 6.00! .652!
Situation!awareness! 6.50! 6.50! .779!
Total!score! 25.00! 25.00! .834!
Team% ! ! !
Leadership!&!management! 6.50! 6.50! .939!
Teamwork!&!cooperation! 6.50! 6.50! .879!
Decision!making! 6.25! 6.25! .842!
Team!Situation!awareness! 6.75! 6.625! .689!
Total!score! 26.00! 25.50! .923!

















Endoscopists%% ! ! ! ! ! !
Leadership!&!Management! .06! .02! 0.72!(0.65)! 0.58! 2.06! 7.33!
Teamwork!&!cooperation! .03! .00! 0.32!(0.66)! 0.40! 1.37! 4.67!
Decision!making! T.07! .02! T0.66!(0.57)! 0.17! 1.52! 1.59!
Situation!awareness! .03! .00! 0.32!(0.59)! 0.43! 1.38! 4.39!
Total!score! .02! .00! 0.05!(0.18)! 0.74! 1.05! 1.50!
Nurses% ! ! ! ! ! !
Leadership!&!management! .06! .02! 0.88!(0.87)! 0.44! 2.42! 13.23!
Teamwork!&!cooperation! .06! .02! 0.75!(0.70)! 0.54! 2.12! 8.33!
Decision!making! T.01! .00! T0.19!(0.80)! 0.17! 0.83! 3.96!
Situation!awareness! .01! .00! 0.06!(0.61)! 0.32! 1.06! 3.50!
Total!score! .04! .01! 0.14!(0.22)! 0.074! 1.15! 1.77!
Team% ! ! ! ! ! !
Leadership!&!management! .07! .02! 1.04!(0.86)! 0.52! 2.84! 15.38!
Teamwork!&!cooperation! .05! .01! 0.60!(0.72)! 0.45! 1.82! 7.39!
Decision!making! T.05! .01! T0.61!(0.71)! 0.13! 0.54! 2.19!
Situation!awareness! .02! .00! 0.22!(0.64)! 0.36! 1.24! 4.33!





















































































As! part! of! this! study! we’d! like! to! know!what! Endoscopy! staff! members! feel! are! the!most!
important!behaviours!that!enable!teams!to!function!well.!You!are!experts!in!your!field!and!your!
views!on!this!will!help!us!to!guide!further!team!training!and!assessment!within!Endoscopy.!




You! have! been! invited! to! take! part! because! you! work! as! a! member! of! staff! within! the!











for! your! team! to! work! well.! If! you! are! happy! to! take! part,! you! will! be! interviewed! by! the!



























































The! information!collected!about!you!may!also!be!shown! to!authorised!people! from! the!UK!
Regulatory!Authority!and! Independent!Ethics!CommitteeW! this! is! to!ensure! that! the!study! is!
carried!out!to!the!highest!possible!scientific!and!regulatory!standards.!!All!will!have!a!duty!of!
confidentiality!to!you!as!a!research!participant.!
If! you! withdraw! consent! from! further! study! participation,! unless! you! object,! your! data! will!
remain!on!file!and!will!be!included!in!the!final!study!analysis.!
All! study! data! collected! as! part! of! the! researcher’s! Medical! Doctorate! will! be! stored!
confidentially!in!an!anonymised!(nonOidentifiable)!secure!format,!in!line!with!the!University!of!
Plymouth’s!Ethics!Policy!for!a!period!of!10!years.!Any!computer!software!or!recordable!devices!
used! for! the! purpose! of! this! research! study! will! be! encrypted! to! protect! your! data! in! a!
confidential!manner.!
12.! What!will!happen!to!the!results!of!this!study?!





The! study! has! been! organized! as! part! of! a! Medical! Doctorate! with! Plymouth! University!








Department! and! has! been! given! favourable! ethical! opinion! for! conduct! in! the!NHS!by! the!
































































! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Name!of!Participant! ! Date! ! ! ! Signature!
!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
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